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Long-term nuclear material storage will require in-vault data verification, sensor testing, error and
alarm response, inventory, and maintenance operations. System concept development efforts for a
comprehensive nuclear material management system have ident~led the use of a small flexible

mobileautomationplatformtoperformthesesurveillanceandmaintenanceoperations,Inorderto
have near-term wide-range application k the Complex, a mobile surveillance system must be small,
flexible, and adaptable enough to allow retrofit into existing special nuclear material facilities. The
objective of the Mobile Surveillance and Monitoring Robot project is to satis~ these needs by -
development of a human scale mobile robot to monitor the state of health, physical security and
safety of items in storage and process; recognize and respond to alarms, threats, and off-normal
operating conditions; and perform material handling and maintenance operations. The system will
integrate a tool kit of onboard sensors and monitors, maintenance equipment and capability, and
SNL developed non-lethal threat response technology with the intelligence to identify threats and
develop and implement fust response strategies for abnormal signals and alarm conditions. System
versatility will be enhanced by incorporating a robot arm, vision and force sensing, robust obstacle
avoidance, and appropriate monitoring and sensing equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Sandia National Laboratories is developing a suite of advanced technologies to support continuity
of knowledge regarding the whereabouts and status of weapons and weapon materials throughout
storage, handling and transportation (Andrews et al.) Early system concept development efforts for
a comprehensivenuclearmaterialmanagementsystemidentifiedthepotentialforsmallflexible
mobile automation platforms to perform remote surveillance, monitoring, handling, and
maintenance operations. The Mobile Surveillance and Monitoring Robot project was initiated to
investigate the use of human scale mobile robots to satisfy this need. The goal of this project is to
develop an integrated remote inspection capability that provides a near human presence. A human
scale mobile robot would serve as the hands, eyes, and feet for remote inspection and monitoring
operations.

Ikk3s10Ns

Missions for the mobile platforms can be placed in two broad categories: (1) remote monitoring
support and (2) remote inspection. The objective of the fust mission is to develop a fully
autonomous remote monitoring system. If a mobile robot is located in a vault and integrated with a
monitoring system, remote in-situ maintenance and repair operations, event and alarm response, and
verification operations could be pefiormed in a very short response time without opening the door
of the vault. A mobile dexterous manipulator could repair, replace, move, calibrate, and aim
cameras and sensors. A mobile platform using onboard cameras and sensors could be positioned to
substitute for failed components until they could be repaired or replaced. Onboard sonar, stereo
vision, and/or laser proximity sensors could be used to monitor a door to substitute for ftiled break
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beam and balance magnetic switches. Onboard cameras could substitute for failed facility mounted
camera as well as provide views that were not available from the f~ed cameras. Onbo”md
monitoringsensorscouldcollectdatainplaceofa failedcontainerdatacollectionunit. These
onboardsensorscouldbeofthesametypeasusedinthecontainercollectionunitorcouldbeofa
diverse redundant type that take advantage of the comparably abundant power and space that are
available on the mobile platform, Used in this manner, the mobile platform could be used as a
portable and easily deployable element of a monitoring system for application in areas where the
permanent installation of the monitoring irdlastructure was not required.

For event and alarm response, the mobile robot would perform preprogrammed actions in response
to mission requests by the monitoring system. When the monitoring system identifies a failed
hardwired sensor (cameras, break beam, balance magnetic switches, etc.), the robot could be moved
to a predetermined position and data collection initiated. The robot could be dispatched to view a
container in response to a motion alarm or loss of communication and to collect data for container
parameters out of range. Views and information could be collected from multiple locations. Thus,
additional data could be collected to help determine if the event required immediate response or was
the result of a sensor fiiilure or false positive reading. The mobile robots could also be used to
investigate a high frequency of alarms and./or events. In addition to a filly autonomous response,
an operator or inspector could dispatch a robot on a mission during review of the event log files and
database.

Preliminaryeventandalarmresponsecapabilitieshavebeendemonstratedin the Integration,Test,
and Evaluation Laboratory (ITEL) at Sandia National Laboratories. Two mobile robots have been
integrated with the Material Monitoring System (MMS) in the ITEL and both an autonomous and
an operator initiated event response have been demonstrated. In the autonomous response scenario,
a break beam in the storage area of the ITEL is monitored. When this break beam is trigger, the
MMS dispatches a mobile robot to a predetermined location in the storage area to collect an image.
When the robot arrives at the desired location, a digital image is acquired and transmitted to me
MMS, After completion of the image collection, the mobile robot returns to its parking location
and docks with,its charging station. For the operator initiated event response scenario, a second
mobile robot was equipped with a controllable onboard electronic sensor platform (ESP). When a
MMS operator clicks a button on the user inteflace, the mobile robot is dispatched to a predefmed
location to collect a temperature measurement. When the robot arrives at the desired location, it
enables sensor communications to the onboard ESP. After a predetermined period of time, the
robot disables the onboard ESP sensor communications and returns to its docking station.

A mobile robot can also be used for verification operations. Random verification of container
sensor data could be performed with sensors onboard the mobile platiorm. Use of diverse
redundant sensors on the mobile platform would increase conildence in the data generated by the
verification testing. In facilities that see little activity, a mobile platform could be used to trigger
events (motion detection, break beams, balance switches, etc.) to insure their continued operation.

Themobileplatformscouldalsobeusedtopetiormshadowingoperations.Inthisscenario,a
mobile robot would be used to follow, monitor, and record the actions of individuals in areas of
interest within a facility. This capability would have application to both inspectors and facility
owners, Inspector could track and record the actions of facility operators without being present or
installing significant infkstructure within the facility. Facility owners could track and record
inspections and operations within their facilities. In either case, a shadowing concept would allow
easy adaptation to evolving requirements and operations.
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Efforts are currently underway to perform a preliminary demonstration of verification activities in
the ITEL. Mobile robots are being integrated with the Knowledge Generation system in the
laboratory. The mobile robots will perform routine patrols within the laboratory and trigger
predetermined events on the monitoring sensors installed in the ITEL. The Knowledge Generation
system will evaluate the events and determine if the verification patrols were performed as planned
and if the sensors are operating as expected.

The objective of the remote inspection mission is to develop an integrated mobile robot that can
perform the same operations as a human inspector. Required functions include verifying tags and
seals, taking measurements (weight, radiation, temperature, etc.), reading serial numbers,
identificationandcountingof items,findingandreadingbar codes(witha highdegreeof
conildence),visualseal inspection,locatingitems,andmappingroomsanditems.Amobilerobot
performing these fictions could produce automated high conildence records (visual and digital) as
apart of the inspection process. Sampling plans and inspection procedures could be strictly
enforced within the automated process. The automated system could repeatably and reliably
perform boring and tedious operations like holding and pointing heavy instruments (e.g. germanium
detector with a liquid nitrogen dewar). Mobile robots can enter hazardous environments (high
radiation, chemical contamination, high electric fields, high winds on roofs, etc.) where humans
should or cannot go. Heavy or hazardous equipment normally not available for inspections at a
remote facility could be carried by a mobile robot. For example, paired mobile robots on either side
of a wall could carry X-ray equipment to search for concealed or hidden objects. Placing multiple
remote inspection robots under the control of a single operator would provide the capability to
perform coordinated simultaneous inspection operations at multiple locations within a facility.
Pairing a human inspector with an automated inspector would assure maximum flexibility and
adaptability while providing the benefits of an automated inspector.

Through mutual agreement of the parties involved, an automated system could be used to protect
itiormation during the inspection process. Raw data could be collected and processed by the
mobile robot with ago/no go indication of filtered data passed on to the inspector. Facility access
could be managed by coordinated control of the mobile robot by both the inspector and the facility
being inspected. A Knowledge Generation system could serve as the facility owner with a rule set
that defines what the robot may inspect, where it may go, and the actions it may perform. The
inspector dispatches the mobile robot on a data collection mission. Based on its programming and
information available from the facility Knowledge Generation system, the mobile robot defines the
detailed operations required to execute the mission. The mobile robot then passes this information
to the facility Knowledge Generation system and asks permission to execute the mission. Based

, upon its rule set, the facility Knowledge Generation reviews the mission details and either accepts
or rejects the mission. If the mission is accepted, the mobile robot executes the mission and passes
the resulting data to the inspector. The facility Knowledge Generation system monitors the progress
of the remote inspection mission and verifies that it is’executed as stated in the mission plan
supplied by the mobile robot. If the facility Knowledge Generation system rejects the mission, an
explanation is returned to the inspector.

A remote inspection robot would require many of the same capabilities as those required by an
autonomous monitoring system robot. The major difference would be in the mode of operation of
the systems. A remote inspection robot would operate in a semi-autonomous mode with an operator
in the control loop. The operator would make the high level decisions and dispatch the mobile
robot on data collection and analysis missions. The mobile robots would have sufllcient
intelligence to execute the mission without direct operator interaction. It is important that the
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control interface be initiative and transparent to the user. The operator must be allowed to focus on
his inspection duties without worrying about the control and operation of the mobile platform.

ROBOTS

Activities are underway to dramatically enhance the capabilities of three human scale commercial
mobile platforms for material handling, autonomous surveillance, and monitoring operations.
These platforms take advantage of existing state-of-the-art technology and have the potential for
near-term application in eiisting special nuclear material facilities. Two of these mobile platforms
are manufactured by Cyberrnotion (see Figures 1 and 2). These robots are rugged commercial
platiorrns marketed as automated security guards The robots are designed to perform night foot

Figure 1: Cybermotion SR2 Robot Figure 2: Cybermotion SR3 Robot

patrol duties on preprogrammed paths in buildings with the continuous monitoring of a human
operator. Each of the robots is outlltted with security patrol instrumentation (SPI) package that
includes ultrasonic and passive microwave intrusion detection, optical flame detection, passive
infrared detection, and smoke, broad spectrum gas, temperature, and humidity sensors. These
sensors and detectors are integrated into a fiuzzy logic control architecture that correlates their
outputs and calculates certainties to trigger alarms.

The Cybermotion robots have an integrated advanced navigation capability. A map based
navigation system is used where the robots perform dead reckoning moves in straight linepaths
between defined coordinate locations. Onboard ultrasonic sensors are used to measure distances to
predetermined facility features (walls, halls, doors, etc.). A fhzzy logic algorithm then calculates
certainties for the location of the robot with respect to the defined facility features and updates the
dead reckoned position as appropriate. This navigation strategy avoids accumulation of dead
reckoning errors and maintains positions with respect to major facility features. The robots also
incorporate an integrated collision detection and avoidance capability. When the robot ultrasonic
sensors detect an object within a predefmed limit (currently 3.5 feet), a warning alarm is sounded.
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If the object continues to approach the robot to the stop limit (currently 2.7 feet), the robot will
become blocked and motion will be halted. When the object is removed from the vicinity of the
robot, motion will resume and the mission will be completed. If collision avoidance is enabled, the
robot will attempt to avoid the obstacle by circumnavigating around the object. If the
circumnavigation fails, the robot will become blocked until the obstacle is removed.

The gray SW mobile platform is outfkted with an integrated lift with a 50 pound payload capacity
and a low light black and white camera mounted on a pan and tilt unit. The lift may be used for
simple palletized (forklift type) material handling. Use of the lift for material movement operations
has been demonstrated in the ITEL. The motion of the pan and tilt unit is integrated with the robot
motion so that fixed objects can be tracked while the platiorm is in motion. The pan and tilt motion
is also integrated with the intrusion detection system so that it will point in the direction where
motion has been identified when the robot is stationary and in survey mode. The mobile platform
can transmit both RF analog and RF serial digital images back to the basestation.

The blue SR3 robot has a smaller footprint than the fust generation SR2. The smaller footprint
allows it operate in areas with narrower halls, aisles, and doorways. A structured lighting system
and a stereo vision system has been packaged and mounted on SR3 mobile platiorm. The structured
lighting system uses a laser in conjunction with a calibrated camera to rapidly acquire detailed 3-D
data about the environment around the robot. As a pan and tilt unit is moved, the camera is used to
measure distances to points along the plane beam that the laser projects. This data is then used to
generate a 3-D model of the area scanned. A color digital image of the scanned area is also
generated by integrated cameras on pan and tilt units. An example of a structured lighting
generated model is given in Figure 3. The fwst flame of Figure 3 shows the model as built flom the

Figure 3:
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Structured Lighting Data Acquisition

individual data points. In the second frame surfaces are constructed by connecting the data point
with polygons. The third fiarne shows a texture map generated by appropriately overlaying the
model with the coordinated color images. The stereo vision system uses two color cameras
mounted on a common pan and tilt unit. On command from the base station, two coordinated color
digital images are snapped and transmitted back to the vision server for processing and viewing.
Both the structured lighting system and the stereo vision system communicate with the basestation
computer over a RF Ethernet LAN.

Both of the Cybermotion robot have docking stations that incorporate an automatic charging system
(see Figure 4). These docking stations are designed to allow the robots to plug in and charge
without human intervention. The robots may be programmed to automatically seek out a dock and
charge when battery voltage is below a specified level. Laser proximity sensors for enhanced
navigation are being tested and evaluated. These sensors have the potential to increase the range for
identi&ing obstacles from a maximum for approximately 6 feet to as much as 120 feet.
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l?igure4: Charging Station

Figure5: Nomadic XR4000 Robot

CONTROL

A secondtypeofhumanscalemobilerobothasbeen
recently procured for use on the project (see Figure 5).
This robot is manufactured as a research and
development platform by Nomadic Technologies.
This mobile platform is being outfitted with a 7
degree-of-freedom Mitsubishi dexterous manipulator.
The arm has a 10 kg (22 lb) payload and a 1030 mm
(40.6 in) reach. This integrated system has the
potential to advance the capabilities in monitoring and
inspection operations by adding “hands” to the “feet
and eyes” that currently exist with the Cybermotion
platforms. The ability to have “hands” on a mobile
platform opens the door for the robots to support vault
maintenance, pefiorm unattended remote inspections,
and execute material monitoring and inventory
operations.

In addition to the dexterous manipulator, the black

XR4000mobilerobothas integratedtactile,sonar,and
infrared sensing systems, an advanced graphical
development and control environment, auxiliary
processing capability (two Pentium II processors) for
system and sensor expansion, an integrated color PCI
vision system, a time of flight laser ranging system, a
digital compass system, and RF Ethernet
communication. While this platform has a rich suite
of sensor capability, it does not have any of the
integrated advanced navigation capabilities discussed
is relation to the Cybermotion platforms. Due to the
research and development (rather than production)
nature of the Nomadic robot, significant in house
software development will be required to utilize this
platform. Development and investigation of the
capabilities of the Nomadic platiorm are just getting
underway.

Two key elements are required to realize the goal of providing a remote inspection capability with a
near human presence: (1) a robust sensor and control strategy to make the mobile platiorm aware of
its environment and (2) an intuitive and irnmersive user interface that allows an operator to focus on
the mission at hand rather than controlling the robot. Efforts are underway to develop technology
to satis@ both of these needs. The development and integration of advanced sensor capabilities has
already been discussed. Control strategies and user interfaces will be discussed here.

An intuitive internet based user interface has been developed to control the mobile plat$orms. An
example of the user interface is given in Figure 6. The user interface contains a map of the ITEL.
The lines and boxes on this map represent structures, control stations, storage racks and aisles
within the facility. The current location in the facility of the gray and blue Cybermotion robots are
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Fimme 6: User Interface

@dicated, respectively, by the gray and
blue dots on the map. The destination
locations of the robots are represented by
location of the gray and blue cross hairs on
the map, In Figure 6, both robots are

currently located at their last requested
destination. A robot is moved by using the
mouse to drag the appropriate set of cross
hairs to the desired location on the map and
then pressing the move button associated
with the robot. The robot move buttons are
located on the right side of the user
interface. A robot maybe returned to the
charging station at anytime by pressing the
appropriate dock button on the right hand
side of the user interface.

The user interface can also launch an
internet based camera viewer (see Figure

7). The camera viewer can be used to access facility (Base) cameras as well cameras located on
both the gray and blue Cybermotion robots. Up to four different cameras on each platform can be
accessed. Slide bars on the user interface of the camera server maybe used to aim the pan and tilt
units for the robot mounted cameras. Efforts are underway to incorporate this slide bar pan and tilt
unit control strategy into the camera viewer window.

Figure 7: Camera Viewer

The image shown in Figure 7 was taken from the
blue robot looking towards the gray robot. The
robots were in the relative positions shown on the
map in Figure 6. Image update rates on the order of
2=4 per second have been achieved to date. While
these update rates are not sufficient for telerobotic
control, they are more than sufficient for an
operator to monitor the autonomous operation of the
robots with the facility.

The user interface can be run on any computer with
Microsoft Internet Explorer. In order to access the
appropriate web page in the internet server, the 1P
address of the requesting computer must be enabled
on the server. Using this method, a PC located in
the Cooperative Monitming Center (CMC) at
Sandia National Laboratories has been used to drive
the robots in the ITEL.

Currently, the robots execute their motion in
straight line paths, If an obstacleexistsin thepath
of the robot,it willbecomeblockedandmotionwill
be terminated before the desired destination is
reached. Using the user interface, the operator may



desire to travel to a destination point which can not be reached by an unobstructed straight line.
Under these conditions, the operator is required to execute a series of straight line moves until the
desired location is reached. To overcome this problem, an advanced automated path planner has
been developed. This planner allows the operator to select any origin and destination point within
the facility. The planner then generates a series of connected straight line segments that will allow
the robot to move, unobstructed, from the origin to the destination.

An example of the results of the path planner is shown in Figure 8. In the figure, the straight line
Paths are indicated in blue with the endpoint of each path segment in red. A deliberately tortuous
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Figure 8: Automated Path Planner

Figure 9: Path Planner Diagnostics .

p;th in &e boundary area of the I’I%Lwas
chosen to illustrate the capabilities of the path
planner. The automated path planner includes
a graphical diagnostics capability that is shown
in Figure 9, In this figure,the connected
reachablespacewherethe robotmaymoveis
shown in orange. Blue is used to represent the
structures in the laboratory. Closed
unreachable areas are indicated in black. The
red buffer zone around the structures in the
laboratory represents the standoff distance from
the robot (effective diameter) required to avoid
activating the collision avoidance sensors on
the mobile platform. Testing of the path
planner in a simulated environment is
complete. The planner is currently being
integrated into the control structure of the user
interface.

Development of an advanced version of the
system control architecture is underway. The
objective of this effort is to control and monitor
the operation of the mobile robots hi an
accurate 3-D environment. An accurate 3-D
model of the ITELhasbeenbuilt (seeFigures
10 and 11). Interaction with a 3-D environment
will provide the operator with an intuitive
means to control the motion of the dexterous
manipulator on the Nomadic platform. Pan and
tilt units could be aimed by clicking on objects
in the 3-D environment. The structured
lighting system could be used to quickly and
accurately update the model to reflect changes

in the actual environment. For example, if a robot became block~d during the planned move, th~
structured lighting system could be used to scan the obstruction and build a 3-D model. The model
of the obstruction could then be incorporated into the facility model. A revised path could then be
planned again and executed. This strategy has the added benefits of accounting for the obstruction
in all fbture planned paths and providing an integrated visual representation of the obstruction in the
model for the operator. By using an appropriate search algorithm coupled with the structured
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Figure 10: 3-D Model of ITEL Figure 11: ITEL

lighting and other robot sensors, the mobile platform could be used to map and build a model of an
initially unknown environment.

The mobile robot control and operating system is being developed to be compatible with the
integration architecture that will provide the communication between the different materials
management technologies being developed at Sandia National Laboratories. This integration
architecture will provide a communication backbone to share data and services that is based on
industry standards, is flexible, and is scalable.

SUMMARY ~

Human scale mobile robots could be used to implement a fidly autonomous remote monitoring
capability and to develop a remote inspection capability that provides near human presence.
Missions and required capabilities for the mobile platforms in both these applications have been
discussed. Development and integration of advanced sensor technologies and control strategies for
commercially available mobile platforms is underway. Mobile platforms have been integrated with
other material management technologies under development by Sandia National Laboratories and
preliminary demonstrations of some of the mission capabilities have been performed. The mobile
surveillance and monitoring robots when used in combination with other material monitoring and
control technologies have the potential to provide continuous knowledge regarding the location and
condition of special nuclear material.
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